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In distributed applications like teleconfel'ences and teleclassrooms， a g1'oup of multiple processes are 
cooperating， where messages exchanged among the processes are required to be causally delivered. The 
processes are exchanging klnds of muItimedia objects in addition ~o traqitional text da~a. The multimedia 
inessages are longe1' than traditional messages and are structured. In this paper， we discuss new types of 
causally precedent relations among multimedia objects transmitted in the neもwo1'k.We discuss a protocol 
to causally deliver multimedia objects in a group of multiple processes. We also showもheevaluation of 
the proもocol.

1 Introduction 

In distributed applications like teleconferences， 
a group of multiple processes are cooperating. 
Various kinds of group protocols [3， 12] are dis-
cussed so fa1'. In the group communication， a 
group is first established among rnultiple pl'O-
cesses and then messages sent by the processes are 
causαlly， totαlly delivered to the destination pro-
cesses mもhegroup [3，5]. A rnessage ml cαωally 
precedes another message m2 if a sending event 
of ml hαppens before a sending event of m2・In
the totally ordered delivery， even messages noももo
be causally ordered are delivered to every common 
destination of the messages in a same order. In the 
protocols， messages transrnitted atもhenetwork 
level are ordered iudependently of what kinds of 
information are included in the messages. 

In disもributedapplications， various kinds of 
multimedia objects like image and video are ex-
changed among multiple processes in the g1'oup. 
Thus， multimedia objects are strucもuredand are 
larger and more complex than the t1'aditional data 
messages. In addiもionto causalLy delivering ob-
jects， a multimedia object received has to satisfy 
qualiもyof service (QoS) like frame rate and num-
ber of colors required by the destination processes. 
For example， a desもinationprocess is allowetlもo
receive only some part of an object as fal' as the 
part satisfies QoS requirement of the application. 
Some objects may have to be delivered to the ap-
plications in predetermined time uniもsafte1' the 
objects a1'e sent. The papers [1，2，15] discussもhe
s-causality where s is the maximum delay time 
in t山hesysも旬em.Ta配吋chi廿ikawaar訓川n吋l吋dTa此kizawa(ド13司]defi自n 
も叶heA-ε causali もtyamong messages whe児er陀eムs叫白s 
も叶hemaximum delay time and fst is the max羽x剖imumn l 

ratio of messages between every pair of p1'ocesses 
Ps and Pt. 

The objecもois decomposed into a sequence of 
messages. A message is a unit of data transmit-
ted in the network. If a pai1' of objects 01 and 
02 are transmitt.ed by processes Pl and P2， respec-
tively，もhemessages decomposed from 01 and 02 

a1'e causally delivered in every common destina-
t.ion process P3 of 01 and 02 according to the tra-
ditional group p1'otocols [3]. 1n al1 application， 
the messages of 01 can be delivered independently 
of 02・ Tlieobject 01 is also manipulated inde-
pendently of 02・1nanother application， the top 
rnessageof 01 is required to be delivered before 
theもopof 02 w 

livered in any order. Thus， we define new types 
of precedent relations of messages based on the 
object concept. According to the precedent rela-
もions，t，he desもinat~on process de1ivers messages of 
objects t.o the application. A pair of messages not 
もobe ordered in the precedent relations can be de-
livered in any order even if one of them causally 
precedes the other according to the traditional 
netwo1'k-level destination. We discuss a proもocol
which supports the types of causally precedent 
relations， named cαusαlly ordered multimedia 
(COlvI) group proもocol，where a fewer number of 
messages are causally ordered than the traditional 
neもwOl'k-levelgroup p1'oもocols.

1n section 2， we present a system model and 
multirnedia objecもs.In section 3， types of causally 
precedent relations among multimedia objects are 
discussed. In section 4， we p1'esenももheCOM 
protocol fo1' exchanging multimedia objec旬 ma
group of processes. ln section 5， we showもheeval-
uation of the COM protocol. 

2 System Model 
Distributed applicaもionsare realized by coop-

eration of a group of application processes Al'…， 
An (nさ1). Application processes exchange ob-
jects includillg multimedia d叫awith the other 
processes in the group by using the network. 

system 

い じ;

Figure 1: Laye1's. 

An application p1'ocess At is supported by a 
system p1'ocess Pt (t = 1，… n) as shown in Fig-
ure 1. A system process Ps takes an object from 
the application p1'ocess As and then delive1'sもhe
objectもothe system processes supporting the des-
tination application processes by using the basic 
communication se1'vice supported by the network. 
From here， let aもermprocess mean a system pro-
cess. 
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A data unit exchanged by the processes in the 
network is referred toω messαgε. ¥Ve assume 
that. the network supports processes with syn-
chronous communication. That is， messages are 
not lost and delay time between a pair of proce鎚 es
is bounded in the network. 

An object is decomposed into a sequence of 
messages by a source process and the messages 
are delivered to the destination processes. A des-
tination process Pt assembles received messages 
into an objecもandthen delivers the object to the 
application process At. The cooperation of the 
processes supporting the group of the application 
processes is coordinaもedby a group p1'oiocol which 
supports the reliable， efficient communication ser-
vice by taking usage of山enetwork service. We 
discuss a grouJ> protocol for delivering multimedia 
objects to processes in a group. 

3 Causality of Objects 

3.1 Causality of messages 

Let s向叫tパ(m)and "u(m) denωO もe sending and 陀
ceipt events that processes Pt and Pu send and 
r陀.噌ec白ei村、vea message m， respectively. By using the 
happen-bef07'e relation (~)， the causally prece-
dent relation among messages is defined as follows: 

• A message ml cαωαlly precedes another 
message m2πsdmt) happens before (~) 
su(m2). 

Suppose three processes Ps， Pt， and Pu are ex-
changing messages. The process P8_ send~_a mes-
sage mlもoa pair of processes Pt and Pu ・Thepro-
cess Pt sends a message m2 to Ps and Pu after re-
ceivi時 m1.Since st{md ~ su(m2)， ml cαusαlly 
precedes m2・Theprocess Pu hasもodeliver ml be-
fore m2・Inorder to causally order the messages， 
the vector clock [5) is widely used inもhegroup 
protocols [3]. Suppose there are n(>l) processes 
P1，…， Pn in a group G. Each process Pt manipu-
lates a vector clock V = (V1，…， Vn) w here each 
element Vu is initialJy 0 for u = 1， ...， n. When Pt 
sends a message m， vt := vt + 1 and m carries the 
vector clock m. V(= V) of Pt・Onreceipt of a mes-
sage 7n，九:=max(Fu， m. ~，) for u = 1，… n in 
each destination process of m. For pair of vectors 
A = (A1， ...， An) and B = (B1，…，Bn)， Aく Biπ
Aj =1 Bj for i = 1，…?ηand Ajく Bjfor some j. 
A message m1 causallyprecedes anoth~r__message 
rn2町1n1'Vく m2.V. The process Pu delivers m1 
before m2 if ml. Vく m2.V.

The traditional group proもocols[3，5-9] discuss 
how to causalIy and totally deliver network-level 
messages， independently <?f what kinds of applica-
tion ditta are carried by the messages. 

3.2 Causality of objects 

¥Ve discuss how a process sends and receives 
multimedia objec臼 ina group G of multiple pro-
cesses Pl，…， Pn (n > 1). Suppose a process Ps 
sends an object 0 to another process Pt. 1もtakes
a longer time to send and receive the multime-
dia object since the multimedia object is larger 
and more complex than a traditional message. In 
order to increase the throughput and reduceもhe
response time， the sending and receiving evenもs
of objects are interleaved if there is no precedent 

relation among the objects. Figure 2 shows three 
processes P8， Pt， and Pu exchanging objects 01 and 
02・ InFigure 2(3)， the process P; starts sending 
messages of an <?bjec~ 02 after receiving alI the 
messages of another objecも01・Accordingto the 
traditional causality theory [5]， 01 causally pre-
cedes 02・lnFigure 2( 1)， Pt starts sending a mes-
sage of the object 02 before receiving all the mes-
sages of 01. Here， 01 does not causaHy precede 02・

In Figure 2(2)， Pt sends 02 while receiving 01. On 
the 0もherhand， Pt sends 02 after receiving all the 
messa.ges of 01. Here， 01 does not causally -precede 
02 eiもher.

PS P， l!u P s Pt Pu 

(l)Top-precedenceω.). (2)Toll-pr，舵edence(7). 

(3) Full precedence ゆ，). (4) Portlal precedence (判.

P， 』島 pu Ps Pt pu 
01 

(5)lnclusive precedence(訪 (6)Exclusiveprecedence匂}

Figure 2: Precedency of objects. 

[Example 1] Let us consider an example of a tele-
conference where the participanもsare distribuもed
onもhreeremote sites S8' St， and Su. Theもelecon-
ference is realized by a group of three processes Ps， 
Pt， and PUI which support the siもesS8' St， and Su， 
respectively， as shown in Figure 2. Each process 
supports a remoもeconference site where remote 
participenもsjoin the conference and exchanges 
messages with the 0もherprocesses. Participan脂 in
もheconference share a virtual conference space C 
which is composed ofもhreesu bspaces C s， Ct， and 
CU' Each subspace shows participants attending 
the conference at each site. The virtual space C 
is displayed at each site. Each siもeSi distribuもes
its subspace object Ci including the image of the 
site， voice of participants， and manuscripts to be 
handed out to allもheprocesses in the group (i = 
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s， t， u). Suppose some participant at the siもeSs 
supported by the process P.c expresses some opin-
ion which is shown by a voice and image object 
o}・ Theprocess Ps dist.ributes messages of the 
object 01. After listening to the participant of Ps， 
anot.her participant of Pt expresses a counもeropm-
ion for 01! which is carried by a multimedia object 
02・Here，the process Pu receives messages of the 
objects 01 and 02・Theprocess ]Jt starもssending 
02 after receiving allもhemessages of 02・ Hence，
the process Pu has to receive 02 after o}お sho"'.11
in Figure 2(2). 

Next， suppose some participant supported by 
もheprocess p， is expressingもheopinion which is 
shown by an objecもo}・¥Vhilelistening to the par-
ticipant of Ps， another participant of Pt is leaving 
the conference. This image object 02 showing his 
leaving the conference is distributed to the pro-
cesses in the group. The process Pu has to start 
delivering 02 after starting delivering 01 as shown 
in Figure 2( 1). 

Suppose the process Ps is distributing a music 
object o} which shows that the conference will be 
closed soon. The music is stopped being played 
only after every participant leaves the conference. 
The process Pt is sending an object showing the 
participants. Hence， the process Pu h舗もodeliver 
02 before finishing delivering 01 as shown in Figure 
2(2).ロ

As presented here， a pair of objects 01 and 02 
are interrelated with respect to when processes Ps 
and Pt start and finish sending objects as shown in 
Figures 2. We discuss how a pair of objecもso} and 
02 can be causally ordered. Let sst(o) and esdo) 
denote even胎 thatPt starts sending and finishes 
sending an object 0， respectively. In facも， SSt (0) 

and esdo) show events that theもopmessage and 
the last message of the object 0 are sent by ]Jt， re-
spectively. srt{o) and e1't(0) also mean the receipt 
events ofもhetop and last messages of the object 0， 
respectively. Leもsrt(0) and ert (0) denote events 
that Pt starもsand finishes receiving the object 0， 
respecti vely. 

Suppose a precess Pt receives an object o} 

and sends another object 02・ Anobject 01 is 
intεrleaved with another object 02 if srt (01)ベ
SSt(02) ~ ert(ot) 01' srd02) ~ ert(odベest{02)in 
a source process Pt of 02・Here，the process Pt is 
receiving messages of the object 01 while sending 
messages of 02・ Next，suppose Pt sends 01 and 
02・ 01IS mもerleavedwith 02 if SSt (01 )ベ SSr(02)
~ eSt(od 01' SSd02) ~ Sst(ot)ベesd02)'

¥Ve now de自nenew types of precedent relat 

1 01 top-precedes 02 (01---l.02) iff 
。srt(01) happens before (ベ)SSt(02) if Ps 
::f. Pt・

o SSs (01) -< SSt (02) if Ps = Pt・

2 o} tαil-precedes 02 (01→ 02) iff 
。0・r(0I)-<εSt(02) if Ps ::f. Pt. 

o eSs(odベesr(02)if Ps = Pt・

3 o} fully p1'ecedes 02 (o}キ 02)iff 

。e7'S(0J)ベωdo:dif Ps ::f. Pt 

o ess (od -< SSd02) if p， = Pt. 
4 o} inclus-ively precedes 02 (01コ02)i宵01---l.02

and 01--.02 
5 o} exclusively pl'ecedes 02 (01コ02)iff 01 --.02 

and 02---l.01 

6 01 Pαrt iαlly precedes 02 (01→02) iff 01---l.021 

01 --.02， and o} is inもerleavedwith 02.口

The top， tail， fully， partially， inclusively， and 
excl usi vely precedent relations are referred to as 
objeci-cαωαlly p7'ecedent (o-precedent) relations. 
Here， 01 吋 02shows that 01 object-causally pre・
cedes 02， i.e. 吋 ε {ーへ --.，令， →， コ， コ}.The 
process Pu is required to deliver messages of ob-
jects 01 and 02 so as to satisfy the o-precedenも
relation吋 between01 and 02・

The followingproperties hold for the types of 
もheobject-causally precedent relations: 

[Properties] Let o}， 021 and 03 be objects. 
Pl: o}キ 02if 01功 03and 03功 02・

P2: 01 ~02 if 01 ~03 and 03~02 ・
P3: 01--.02 if 01--.03 and 03--.02・
P4: 01吟 03if 01 =?03 and 03~02 ・
P5: 01功 02if o} ~03 and 03キ 02・

P6: 01 ---l.02 and 01 ~02 if 01功。2・

P7: 01訪 02if o}→02・
P8: 01 ~02 and 01--.02 if 01→02・

P9: 01コ02if 01コ03and 03コ02・

PI0: 01コ02if 01コ03and 03コ02・

Pl1: 01---l.02 if 01コ02・

P12: 01--.02 if 01コ02・

P13: o}=中02if 01コ03and 03キ 02・

P14: 01~02 if 01コ03and 03→02・

P 15: 01 ~02 if 01コ03and 03~02 ・
P16: 01→02 if 01→03 and 03→02.ロ

The o-precedent rel叫lons キ，ーへ~，→，コ， and 
コaretransi ti ve according to the properties P 1， 
P2， P3， P9， PI0， and P16. 

4 COM Protocol 
¥Ve present a cαusαlly ordered lnultimedia 

(COル1) protocol for supporting the object-
causally ordered (OCO) delivery of multimedia 
objects for a group G of multiple processes Pl， 
…1 Pn (n > 1). 

4.1 Object transmission 

A message m sent by a process p， carries a se-
quence number seq. seq is incremented by one 
each time Ps sends a message. Here， the processes 
can simultaneously send multiple objects. Two 
t.ypes of vecもorsof variables V = (¥仏…I Vn) and 
A = [.41，…，An] are ma凶pulatedfor each process 
in the group G. The vectors V and A are manipu・
lated in a way similar to the vector clock [5J. Each 
pair of elements ~~ and At are used to show the 
number of sending events and the number of send-
ing and recei pt evenもsoccurring in Pt， respectively 
(t = 1，…， n). 

Illitially， V = (0ぃ・川 0)and A = [0，…， 0]. The 
vectors V and A are manipulated in every process 
Pt ・ First，suppose a process Pt starts sending an 
object o. Here， the t-th elements vt and At of the 
vecも01'SV and A are incremented by one: 
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• Vt := vt + 1; 
・At:= At + 1; 
The process Pt eventually finishes sending the 

object o. Onlyもhevariable At is incremenもedby 
one when Pt finishes sending an objecもo.However， 
¥iI is noもchanged.

• At := At + 1; 
Thus， vt shows how many sending events of 

objects occur in Pt・Atshows how many sending 
and receiving evenもsoccur in Pt. Here， leもo.SA
and o.SV show values of the vectors A and V， 
respectively， whell Pt Sもartssending an object o. 
Let o.EV and o.EA show the values of the vec-
tors V and A， respectively， when Pt finishes send-
ingもheobjecもo.Hence， leもo.V and o.A indicate 
the values of the vector V and A of the object 
0， respectively. While Pt is sellding the object 0， 
o. V and o.A are changed if Pt starts and finishes 
sending other objec同. The object 0 carries the 
vector information o. V and o.Aもothe destina-
tion processes. If each message of the object 0 

carries the current values of 01. V and 01.A， the 
communication overheads are increased. ln order 
to reduce the communication overheads， the val-
ues o.SV and o.SA are carried by aもopmessage 
of the object o. That is， m. V = o.SV and m.A 
= o.SA. Every message m following the top mes-
sage is considered to carry m. V = o.SV and m.A 
= o.SA. The value o.EA is carried by a last mes-
sage of the objecもo.Some messages may be 10抗
due to unexpected delay of the network. ln order 
to increase the reliability， 0.8V and o.SA can be 
carried by multiple messages， e.g. the top message 
and one message after the top. o.EV and o.DA 
can also be carried by multiple messages. 

On recei ving aもopmessage of an objecもofrom 
a process Ps 1 もhevariables V and A are manipu-
lated in the process Pt as fo11ows: 

• Vs := max (Vs， 0.SV8) (s = 1， ・・・，11.， S1= t); 
• As := max (.18， 0.8.1s) (s = 1，…，n，s#t); 

On receiving a last message of the object 0， the 
variables are changed as follows: 

• As := max(AS1 o.EAs) (s = 1，…， 11.， S 1= t); 

The following properties among the object-
cαusαlly precedent relations and the vectors hold: 
[Theorem] Suppose that a process Ps sends an 
ubject 01 to other processes Pt and Pu， and another 
process Pt sends an object 02 to a process Pu. 

・01 =今 02π ol.EAv 三02 .SAv (v=1， ・・・， 11.， 
U 内)• 
・01~ 02 i町01.SVv:5 02.SVv (v=1，…，11.， 'v #s). 
・01-， 02 iff ol.EAv三02・EAv(v=l，…，11.，

v #s). 
・01→02 町 ol.EAv三02.SAv，ol.EAvく

02.EAv， and 01.SVv :5 02'S凡(v=l，…，11.，
V =1=8). 
・01コ02iff Ol.SVv :5 o~.SVv and 02.EAs :5 

ol.EAs (v=1，…，n，v #s). 
・01コ02町ol.EAv:5 02.EAv and 01.SY.s > 

02.8Vs. (v=l， ・・.， n， v 拘).口

The objects received are ordered by using the 
vector 

Pt， and Pu exchanging objects 01， 02， and 03・
First， the process Ps sもarts8ending 01 to Pt and 
Pu. Here， 01.8V = (1，0， O) and 01 ・ S~4 = [1，0，0]. 
The process Pt starts sending the object 02 while 
Pt is receiving the object 01 from Ps， I.e. 01 -¥. 
02・Here，02.8V = (1， 1， 0) and 02.SA = (1， 1， 
0]. 01.SVく 02・SV.Then， the process Pu star旬
sending an objecも03while receiving the object 
02・Here，03.SV = (1， 1， 1) and 03.SA = [1， 1， 1]. 
Since 01.SVく 03.SV，01 ~ 03.ロ

time 

p， PU 
<0，0，0>[0，0，0) 恥0，0，0>[0，0，0]

<1，0，0>[1，0，0] 

<1，1，0>[1，1，0] 

<1，1，0>[2，1，0) 

<1，1，0>[2，2，0) 

Figure 3: Object-causa11y ordered delivery. 

4.2 Fine synchronization 

ln Figure 3， the object 01 top-precedes 02 (01 
~ 02)' The process Pu delivers the messages of 02 
after starting delivering 01・ Theprocess Pu can 
deliver the messages of 02 just after delivering a 
top message of 01・ Theprocess Pu can also de-
liver the object 02 just before Pu delivers a last 
message of 01. Thus， the object-causally prece-
dent l'elation does not define how different もis
between the starting times when the objects 01 
and 02 are started to be transmitもed. A special 
type of message named a synchronization mes-
sage is sent for each object 0 to relate 01 and 02 at 
a smaller granularity level. Each time a synchro-
nization message m of the object 0 is sent， vt and 
At are incremented by one. The top and last mes-
sages are also synchronization ones. A sequence 
of messages of the objecもois divided to subse-
quences. Each subsequence of messages starもsat 
a synchronization message and ends at a next syn-
chronization one. The subsequence is referred to 
as segment sl of the object o. The object 0 is con-
sidered to be a sequence of segments. ln Figure 4， 
an objecも08 is decomposed into seven messages. 
The messages 1， 4， and 7 are synchronization mes-
sages of the objecもOs・Thefirst segment of Os is 
a sequence of messages 1，2， and 3: The second 
segment S2 is a sequence of messages 4， 5，6， and 
7. The object 08 is a sequence ofもhesegments SI 
and $2・Here，suppose that the process Pt Sもarts
selldillg messages of an object Ot after Pt starts re-
ceiving the object 08 ・lfPt starもssending Ot before 
the synchronization message 4 of 08， every com-
m~n ~esti~ation P.u of Os and Ot starts delivering 
Ot before the synchronization message 4 of 08・If
Pt starts sending Ot after receiving -the synchro-
nization message 4， Pu starts delivering Ot after 
receiving the first segment 81 of 08・Byusing the 
synchronization messages， segments of objects ca.n 
be causallv ordered. 
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PS 

<1，0，0>[1，0，0 

<2，0，0>[2，0，0 

<3，0，0>[3，0，0 

o s 

PI 

Figure 4: Synchronization messages. 

Each segmenもsof an object 0 is a sequence 
of messages. Here， let g( s) shows the l1umber of 
messages included in the segment. s. Let us COl1-

sider a pair of objects O} and 02 where O} 吋 02
and 02 is sent by a process Pt while o} is received 
by Pt， i.e. interleaving. A segment s} of 01 is re-
ferred to as directly precedes a segment s2 of 02 
iff the top synchronization message of s2 is sent 
after receiving the top synchronizaもionmessage of 
S1・Ptsends a synchronization message of 02 if Pt 
receives a synchronization message of 01・

[Definition] An object 01 Q・p1'ecedes02 iff 01吋

02， 01 and 02 are interleaved， and g(Sdjg(S2} = 
Q for every pair of segments s} and S2 where sl 
direcもlyprecedes s2.ロ

PS Pt Pu 

Figure 5: Qualit.y precedence. 

5 Evaluation 
¥Ve evaluate the causally ordered multime-

dia (COM) group protocol in terms of num-
ber of network-level messages to be causally or-
dered compared with the traditionaJ network-level 
causality. Suppose that a process Pt receives mes-
sages 11121・ 11121after sending 111} al1d before 
sendi時 m2[Figure o]. Here， each message m2i 
is referred to as properly cαusαlly precede the 
message m2 (i=I，…， 1) sinceもhereis no message 
which the process Pt sends after recei ving m2i be-
fore sending m2・ LetDdm) be a seもofmessages 
which properly causally precede a message m in a 

process Pt. Dt{m2) = {m21， ・・.， m川 in Figure 6. 
In the COM protocol， the top and last messages 
of each object carry the vectors V and A. There 
is no causal precedency between a pair ob mes-
sages 1112 and m2i unless m2 or m2j is the top or 
Iast message of an object. Let Ot (m) be a set of 
messages which properly causally precede m and 
are to be ordered in the COM protocol. Let Na 
be the average number of IDt(m)1 and NCOM be 
the average number of IOt(m)1 for every message 
m. l¥la and NCOM are considered to be metrics 
t.o evaluate the protocols because Na and NCOM 
show numbers of messages to be compared with 
each message in order to causally order messages 
in the traditional protocol and the COM proto・

col， respectively. The larger Na and NCOM are， 
the longer it takes to deliver messages. Na and 
NCOM are measured through the simulation. 

We make the following assumpもlons:

1. There are n (> 1) processes Pl，…， Pn in a 
group G. 

2. Each process Pt sends one object at a time 
and sends totally 1000 objects. 

3. A process sends an objectもoall the other 
processes inもhegroup G. 

4. Each object is decomposed into one segment 
composed of h (さ1)messages. Each message 
carries data of only one object. 

5. Each process sends one message every T time 
units. T is a random variable between mint 
and maxt.子is(mint + maxt)j2. 

6. It takes d time units for a message to arrive 
at the destination. 

p， 

time 

Figure 6: Proper precedence. 

Figure 7 shows the ratio of NCOM to Na for 
number n of the processes in the group G. The 
ratio NCOJf j Na shows how much the COM pro-
tocol can reduce the computation and communi-
cation overheads. The larger o j子is，the more dis-
tanもapair of processes are. o jテ=0.25 shows a 
situation ¥，，'hen workstations are interconnected in 
a local area network. The processes. exchange ob~ 
jects by using the local area network. Here， each 
object is transmitted by twenty messages (h = 20). 
The ratio NCOlyf j NO is almosもindependentof the 
size n of the group. For example， NCOM / NO is 
about 0.35， i.e. only 35% of the messages received 
are handled to be causally ordered iti the CO M 
protocol for o /子=0.25， c5j子=0.1 shows a wide 
area network. ~~re ， about half% ofthe messages 
which are causally ordered in the COIvf protocol. 

Figure 8 showsもheratio. NCOM j Na for num-
ber h of messages of an object where o j子=0.25， 
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dlテ=0.1， and n = 10. h shows the size of each 
objecιThe larger an object is， the less ratio of 
messages are causally preceded inもheCOM pro・
もocolthan the traditional one. 
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Figure 7: Evaluation. 
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6 Concluding Remarks 
This paper discussed a group proもocolnamed 

COM protocol where multiple processes exchange 
multimedia objects in a group of the processes. 
¥Ve defined novel types of causally precedent re-
lations among multimedia objects， i.e. top (~)， 
tail (-r)， partially (→)， fully (=今)， inclusive (コ)， 
and exclusive (コ)p 
s司ignedもheCOM protocolもωosupport the ordered 
delivery of objects in theもypesofもhecausaliもties，
which uses two types of vecもorclocks. We showed 
how the COM protocol can reduce the number of 
network-Ievel messages to be causally preceded. 
The COM protocol Is now being implementec! as 
processes of U nix operating sys旬mby using Sun 
workstaもions.
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